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Think Total Return
Never touch your principal in reƟrement? Think again.
More than a century ago, an American financial archetype emerged – the household that lived on
the interest earned by its investments, never touching its principal.
Times have changed, while the Vanderbilts, Carnegies, and Rockefellers could do that back in the
Gilded Age, you will likely face a tough challenge trying to do the same in re rement. The reason?
Low interest rates.
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Try another approach – the approach used by ins tu onal investors. Wall Street money management firms and university endowment funds frequently rely on the total return investment strategy. In a re rement income context, this means that you strategically sell some assets to complement the dividends and interest income you receive.
Por olio rebalancing is central to the total return strategy. The recurring ups and downs of the
financial markets gradually unbalance a por olio over me. A long bull market, for example, will
usually leave a por olio with a larger stock alloca on than ini ally desired. To get back to the
por olio’s target alloca ons, you need to sell shares of stock (or, stocks aside, amounts of other
kinds of investments). The proceeds of sale equal re rement income for you.
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The federal funds rate has not topped 3% since the winter of 2008. In fact, the na on’s benchmark interest rate has been under 2% since October 2008. In today’s interest rate environment,
you will need a substan al investment por olio to live solely on income and dividends in re rement. In some parts of the country, a million-dollar por olio might not generate enough income
and dividends to help you maintain your lifestyle.1

Before you pursue this strategy, you need to determine two things. One, do you have a por olio
built so that you can poten ally derive income from diverse asset classes? Two, assuming you
have that diversifica on, how much dividend and interest income (conƟnued on page 2)

How Retirement Spending Changes With Time
Once away from work, your cost of living may
rise before it falls.
New re rees some mes worry that they are
spending too much, too soon. Should they
scale back? Are they at risk of outliving their
money?
This concern is legi mate. Many households
“live it up” and spend more than they an cipate as re rement starts to unfold. In ten or
twenty years, though, they may not spend
nearly as much.1
The ini al stage of re rement can be expensive. Looking at mere data, it may not seem
that way. The most recent Bureau of Labor
Sta s cs figures show average spending of
$60,076 per year for households headed by
Americans age 55-64 and mean spending of
just $45,221 for households headed by people
age 65 and older.1,2
Aﬄuent re rees, however, are o en “above
average” in regard to re rement savings and

re rement ambi ons. Sixty-five is now latemiddle age, and today’s well-to-do 65-yearolds are ready, willing, and able to travel and
have adventures. Since they no longer work
full me, they may no longer contribute to
workplace re rement plans. Their commu ng
costs are gone, and perhaps they are in a lower tax bracket as well. They may be tempted
to direct some of the money they would otherwise spend into leisure and hobby pursuits.
It may shock them to find that they have withdrawn 6-7% of their savings in the first year of
re rement rather than 3-4%.
When re rees are well into their seven es,
spending decreases. In fact, Government Accountability Oﬃce data shows that people age
75-79 spend 41% less on average than people
in their peak spending years (which usually
occur in the late 40s). Sudden medical expenses aside, household spending usually levels
out because the cost of living does not significantly increase from year to year. Late-middle
age has ended and (conƟnued on page 2)

Think Total Return (continued from page 1)
is your por olio likely to generate this
year? The amount may fall short of the
income you need. Rebalancing might be
able to help you make up the slack.
Besides being fundamental to a total return approach for re rement income, rebalancing may also help you accomplish
other objec ves.
Rebalancing keeps your por olio diversified, so that your re rement income does
not depend too heavily on the performance of one asset class. It can stave oﬀ a
poten ally risky response to the ongoing
desire for yield (some investors, frustrated
by poor returns, direct money into highrisk investments they barely understand).
It may also allow you to sustain your lifestyle and spending; relying only on dividends and interest may cause you to pare
your spending back and notably reduce
your quality of life.
Think total return. Explore the total return
approach to re rement income planning,
today.
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How Retirement Spending Changes With Time (continued from page 1)
re rees are o en a bit less physically acve than they once were. It becomes easier to meet the goal of living on 4% of savings a year (or less), plus Social Security.2

that re rement spending is best depicted
by a U-shaped graph; it falls, then rises as
elders face large medical expenses. Research from investment giant BlackRock
contradicts this. BlackRock’s 2017 study
on re ree spending pa erns found simply
a gradual reduc on in re ree ou lows as
re rements progressed. Medical expenses
only spiked for most re rees in the last
two years of their lives.3

Later in life, spending may decline further.
Once many re rees are into their eigh es,
they have traveled and pursued their
goals to a great degree. Staying home and
spending quality me around kids and
grandkids, rather than spending money,
may become the focus.
Re rees in their six es should realize that
their spending will likely decline as they
One study finds that medical costs burden
age. As they try to avoid spending down
re rees mostly at the end of life. Some
their assets too quickly, they can take
economists and re rement planners feel

some comfort in knowing that in future
years, they could possibly spend much
less.
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